HOW TO CHANGE SCENES IN YOUR ALICE ANIMATION
By Brandon Messner

1. The first thing you want to do is make a new scene to change to...click create new scene and then add new objects. Title the scene so you can recognize it.

2. You need to create your scene. Although the present art is good I would recommend clicking Home and then going to the online gallery. I would also recommend finding a good backdrop because just blue is pretty boring.

3. When you’re done, click done adding objects and you have a second scene.
4. To change scenes in your animation, you need to select **camera** from the object box.

5. You should see an option called **move to scene tripod**. Click and drag it to the point in your movie you want the scene change to happen.

6. You should get an options box asking what scene you want to change to. Click the scene title you created earlier.

7. You should be done, but I would recommend playing your animation to make sure it works correctly.

8. **Important**: When manipulating objects in your second scene, make sure you are manipulating the scene two version of your objects **EXAMPLE: scene 2 samurai**.

9. **Congrats you did it.**